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The ACSS 

Communications 

New ACSS Dial-in Server Access: 
Call 626-1630 

Paul Tranby 
PDT@UX.ACSS.UMN.EDU 

PDT@UMNACVX 

PDT@UMNACCA 

As this article is prepared for press, we are installing a new dial-in server 
that will change the way you access ACSS systems if you use a phone 
and a modem. This equipment will enable you to access any of the 
ACSS systems by dialing a single phone number instead of dialing a 
different number for each system. In addition to providing a consistent 
first interface, it will allow you to have concurrent multiple connections. 
This server will also allow ACSS to upgrade its dial-in access in a manner 
consistent with the University's networking standards. 

Equipment for both the old and new dial-in access methods will be in 
place during fall quarter to enable us to work out any unanticipated 
problems and to give our users time to learn the new system. 

A New Number, Old Settings 

To access this new equipment, you will dial a new number: 626-1630. 
You can use this number with modems operating at 300, 1200, and 2400 
bits per second. The same terminal and communications software 
settings that you have used with the old numbers will work with this new 
number. 

continued on page 179 
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In This Issue ... 

Jerry Stearns reminds 
instructors that ACSS offers 
four computer demonstra
tion classrooms. 

For liberal arts researchers, 
GENCORD, the powerful 
concordance generator, is 
now available on the VX. 
Richard Hotchkiss tells you 
more. 

Lawrence Liddiard, in his 
Computing Reflections 
column, describes the 
search for a standard page 
description language. 

Diane Thompson tells 
ENCORE users how to use 
the UX notes utility. 

Elsewhere, we publish our 
fall short course schedule, 
documentation news, and 
more. 

Free 
Introduction to 

UNIX Computing. 
(See page 187.) 
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Help Page 

HELP-LINES 

Central Systems (CA,NV,UX,VX): 

626-5592 8 am to 5 pm weekdays 

Artificial Intelligence: 

625-8332 3 to 4 pm weekdays 

Data Base: 

626-1887 1 0 to 11 am weekdays 

Graphics: 

626-5592 8 am to 5 pm weekdays 

Liberal Arts, Text Analysis: 

625-8332 

Microcomputer: 

626-4276 

Statistics: 

626-1887 

Text Processing: 

625-1391 

3 to 4 pm weekdays 

9 am to 4 pm, weekdays 
(Closed 12:00 to 1:30pm, 
Monday, Tuesday, and Friday.) 

1 to 3 pm weekdays 

10 am to noon, Tuesday, 
Wednesday, Friday 

CONSULTING 

Walk-In 

East Bank: 

128C Lind Hall; 10 am to 4 pm, weekdays 

West Bank: 

140 Blegen Hall; 11:30 am to 1:30pm, Tuesday; 
10:00 to noon, Wednesday; and 
12:30 pm -2:30pm Thursday 

Microcomputer: 

125 Shepherd Lab; 9 am to 4 pm, weekdays 
(Closed from 12:00 to 1:30, Monday, Tuesday, 
and Friday.) 

Electronic Mail Consulting 

Consulting is now available via the mail facility on all 
ACSS systems (CA, NV, VX, and UX). Send mail to user 
name CONSULT for questions after hours and for low
priority questions that are not critical to your immediate 
computing work. Replies will be sent to your account 
through the mail facility on your system. 

Instructional Computing Consultant 

Department instructors may call 626-0200 for assistance 
in choosing ACSS systems (CYBERINOS, CYBERNE, 
ENCORE/UNIX, VAX/VMS), software, and for answers to 
any other inquiries on using computers for instructional 
computing. 

COMPUTING INFORMATION CENTER 
128A Lind Hall, 625-7397, YZE6075@UMNACCA, YZE6075@UMNACUX, or MAD@UMNACVX 

Computing account and grant applications available for 
CYBER, ENCORE, and VAX computers. 

Short course enrollment. Short course schedules and 
class descriptions available. 

Assistance in ordering vendor documentation. Vendor 
documentation is not always available in the University 
bookstores and may be ordered directly from the 
company. 
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Complete documentation collection. Reference copies 
of vendor and all other documentation for ACSS software. 

Free ACSS documentation. General information, and 
mainframe and microcomputer information available. 

Computing Newsletters. Subscribe to the ACSS 
Newsletter and the Microcomputer Newsletter. 
Newsletters from other computing centers are also 
available for reference. 
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Dialing In 

Once you dial and connect, strike your carriage return key two or three times to synchronize 
the equipment. You will soon see a display on your terminal screen similar to the following: 

Welcome to ACSS Dial-in Network Server 

Questions or problems: call 626-5592 (HELP-Line) or read the ACSS 
Terminal Access Brief. 

To establish a connection to a host, enter the Internet name of that 
host after the prompt, followed by a return. Internet names for ACSS 
system are: 

ux.acss.umn.edu 
nv.acss.umn.edu 

Dial-inl> 

vx.acss.umn.edu 
ca.acss.umn.edu 

The actual format of this display might be slightly different from what is shown here and will 
change from time to time as circumstances dictate. 

As indicated in this display, connecting to a particular system is very easy. At the Dial-inl> 
prompt, you just type in the official Internet name of the system. These names are the familiar 
CA, UX, VX and NV codes followed by .acss.umn.edu which distinguish our systems from 
other education systems in the United States. Note that we currently require the complete, 
albeit long, Internet names of our systems. Eventually we'll permit you to abbreviate these in 
the format of host.department (e.g., ux.acss). 

A Simple Example 

Let's assume that you've dialed 626-1630, pressed RETURN a few times, and received the 
Dial-inl> prompt. At that point, you can begin establishing a connection with an ACSS 
mainframe. In the following example, the user will log on to the VX system, have a typical 
session, log off, and then close the connection. 

Dial-inl> vx.acss.umn.edu 
Trying VX.ACSS.UMN.EDU (128.101.63.1) ... Open 

ACSS VX System 

Username: username 

$ logoff 
Dial-inl> quit 

{Here you log on to the VX.} 

{normal user session commands} 

{Here you return to the terminal server.} 
{Here you tell the server to disconnect.} 

If you type in an incorrect Internet host name, the server replies with the message: 

% Unknown command or computer name, or unable to find computer address 

These instructions are all that you need to establish dial-in access to ACSS systems. The 
following sections explain additional features provided by the new networked terminal server 
that you may find useful. 

continued on page 180 
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? Means "Help!" 

The equipment that you are connecting to is a Telnet Terminal Server from cisco Systems, Inc. 
(The lower case c is deliberate.) The terminal server offers a number of commands that allow 
you to create and disconnect connections, switch back and forth between connections, change 
terminal functions (like flow-control and databits), and monitor a number of terminal server 
statistics. To see a list of these commands, type a question mark at the prompt, like so: 

Dial-inl> ? 

In return, the network displays this list: 

connect <host> 
disconnect <en> 
exit, quit 
name-connection 
resume 
rlogin <host> 
show <cmd> 
systat 
telnet <host> 
terminal 

where 
<cr> 

Dial-inl> 

Connect to host - same as typing just a host name 
Break the connection specified by name or number 
Exit from the EXEC 
Give a connection a logical name 
Make the named connection be current 
Connect to host using rlogin protocol 
Information on commands, type "show ?" for list 
Show terminal lines and users 
Synonym for connect command 
Change terminal's parameters, type "terminal ?" for 
par list 
Show open connections 
To resume connection to last connected host 

You can often type a space, then a question mark, after a command to obtain more information 
about that command. For example, type terminal. ? to display a list of the parameters for 
the terminal. command. 

How to Escape 

When you have established a connection to a system and want to get back to the terminal 
server to do something (perhaps connect to another system), you have to type in the terminal 
server "escape" sequence, which by default is the two-character sequence <control.>-" 
(first hold down the CONTROL or CTRL key on your terminal keyboard and, keeping this key 
depressed, press the 11 or carat key) followed by a lowercase x. This will get you back to the 
Dial-inl> prompt. Meanwhile, your first connection will remain active. 

The carat is usually located as a shifted 6 key, so to type <control.>-" you need to hold down 
the SHIFT and CTRL keys and, keeping these two keys down, press the ( 11 and 6 ) key. On 
some keyboards, particularly VT100 and some VT100 compatible keyboards, the <control.>
" (hex 1 E) character is actually located on the ('and-) key. On these terminals you would 
press the SHIFT and CTRL keys and the(' and-) key, followed by an x. 

If the use of this character as an escape sequence presents a problem for your particular 
application, you can change it with the terminal command. For example, to change the 
escape character to <control.>-] type in the following: 
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Dial-in1> ter.minal escape-character ~] 
"A]" is the escape character 
Dial-in1> 

The "'J in the terminal command was typed in by actually pressing the CTRL key and the J 
key simultaneously. Having changed this part of the excape sequence, you'll type 
<control>-], followed by x, to excape. 

Once you have escaped back to the terminal server, you are free to do such things as create 
other sessions and change terminal settings. To get back to your connection, use the resume 
command or just press RETURN (indicated in examples by <CR>) if you want to resume your 
most recent connection. 

Multiple Connections: An Example 

As in the simple example used earlier, assume that you've dialed 626-1630, pressed RETURN 
a few times, and received the Dial-inl> prompt. At this point, you can begin establishing a 
connection with one or more ACSS systems. 

The following example shows a user beginning a terminal session and turning it into a multiple
connection session: The user will log on to VX, then log in to UX, and finally log out of UX. In 
the course of doing all this, the user will"escape" to the terminal server several times. 

The comments enclosed in braces explain some of the steps in this example: 

Dial-in1> where 

% No connections open 

Dial-in1> vx.acss.umn.edu 

{This command displays your current open 
connections.} 
{The terminal server tells you that you have 
no open connections at this time.} 

Trying VX.ACSS.UMN.EDU (128.101.63.1) ... Open 

ACSS VX System 

Username: username {Here you log on to VX.} 

{normal user session commands} 

$ <control>-~ x {Here you escape back to the terminal server.} 
Dial-in1> ux.acss.umn.edu 
Trying UX.ACSS.UMN.EDU (128.101.63.2) ... Open 

UMAX 4.2 (ux.acss.umn.edu) 

login: username 

UX> <control>-~ x 

Dial-in1> where 

{Here you log on to UX.} 

{normal user session commands} 

{Again you escape back to the terminal server.} 

{This command displays your current open 
connections.} 

continued on page 182 
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Conn Host 
1 VX.ACSS.UMN.EDU 

Address 
128.101.63.1 

* 2 UX.ACSS.UMN.EDU 128.101.63.2 
{The asterisk marks your most recent session.} 

Dial-in1> resume 
UX> logout 

Dial-in1> <CR> 

Fall 1988: Old and New Systems Available 

Byte 
0 
0 

Idle 
1 

0 

Conn Name 
VX.ACSS.UMN.EDU 
UX.ACSS.UMN.EDU 

{Here you resume connection 2 to the UX.} 
{Here you log out of the UX.} 

{Here you resume connection 1 to the VX.} 

Again, both the old and new dial-in access methods will be in place during fall quarter to enable 
us to work out any unanticipated problems and to give our users time to learn the new system. 

We will document the new terminal server in an ACSS Terminal Access Brief and also place 
documentation on-line on all ACSS systems. 
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; SAS/ETS Procedures on VX 

Sharon A. Krmpotich 
BITNET: SAK@UMNACVX 

We have recently installed the SAS Econometric and Time Series procedures on the VAX 
8650. SAS/ETS procedures are designed for financial analysts dealing with data in a time 
series, forecasters constructing forecasts using time series techniques, econometricians build
ing economic models, and any researcher interested in analyzing time series data. SAS/ETS 
utilizes several procedures to accomplish these tasks, including the following: 

ARIMA fits models that allow for an error term generated by an auto-regressive 
integrated moving-average process. 

AUTOREG does multiple regression allowing for a serially correlated error term that 
is generated by an autoregressive process. 

• FORECAST uses exponential smoothing or simple autoregressive models to fore
cast a series. 

• SIMNLIN is designed to solve simultaneous systems of nonlinear equations and to 
simulate or forecast the dynamic behavior of the solution over time. 

• SPECTRA computes periodograms, smoothed spectral density estimates, and 
related statistics for a stationary time series. 

SYSLIN estimates coefficients in an interdependent system of linear equations using 
the techniques of two-stage least squares, limited-information maximum likelihood, 
and three-stage least squares. 

• X11 seasonally adjusts a quarterly or monthly time series using methods developed 
by the U.S. Bureau of the Census. 

This is not an exhaustive list of the ETS procedures. Other utilities are available to simplify the 
task of analyzing and forecasting time series data. 

The SAS/ETS procedures are documented in the SAS!ETS User's Guide, Version 5 
edition, published by SAS Institute Inc., Cary, North Carolina, 1984. This verbose 700-page 
manual is available for reference in the Computing Information Center, 128A Lind Hall. 

SAS/ETS is implemented as an integral part of SAS 5.16, rather than as a separate package. 
It can be used along with any other commands or procedures in SAS. 
Therefore, to invoke SAS/ETS, just type: 

$ SAS inputfile.ext 

where input file. ext is the name of your SAS program file which contains any of the ETS 
procedures. If you should encounter problems while using ETS, please call the Statistics 
HELP-Line, 626-1887, Monday through Friday, from 1 to 3 p.m. 
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ENCORE News 

How to Use the UX NOTES Utility 

D. Thompson 
DET@UX.ACSS.UMN.EDU 

DET@UMNACUX 
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Notes is a news system for computer-managed conferences. Many topics are available 
through UX's notes facility. 

You invoke the notesfile system with a single command line, usually consisting of a single 
character. Those commands that do require more than one character are terminated by a 
carriage return. 

Using notes 

Invoke the notesfile system with this command: 

notes [-sxi] [-a subsequencer] [-t termtype] [-£ nfile] 
[topicl] [topic2 ... ] 

The topic list (e.g., topic1) specifies the notesfiles to read. Invoking the notes system with no 
arguments yields a list of some available topics without starting the notesfile system'. When 
you specify more than one topic, you encounters each topic sequentially (i.e., toplc2 follows 
topic1). 

The -s switch activates the notesfile sequencer. Specify -x to use the extended sequencer. 
The -1 flag selects yet another sequencing mode. The -a option specifies a particular subse
quencer. This allows several users sharing a login to maintain their own sequencing informa
tion. 

The -t option directs the notesfile system to use termtype as the user's terminal type, overrid
ing the TERM shell variable. 

The -f option directs the notesfile system to read the contents of the file nflle for a list of 
notesfiles to read. 

Notesfile Names and Wildcards 

Currently we have several notes files set up. Some local notesfiles: 

announce 
general 
notesfiles 
problems 
sysnews 
test 
nfgripes 
nfmaint 
email 

1 Announcements of lectures, seminars, etc. 
1 General purpose notes 
1 Descriptions of most of the notesfiles 
1 Problems with system software & hardware 
1 System level software/hardware announcements 
1 Test purposes 
1 Notesfile complaints 
1 Notesfile maintenance 
1 Electronic mail news 
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sports 
consultnotes 
maildaemon 
linkfail 

Other network notesfiles: 

cyber-1 
jnet-1 
bind-1 

future-! 
tcpip-1 
info-enc 

I Sports-related notes 
I Notes from 'consult' 
I Contain DAEMON mail 
1 BITNET Linkfail messages 

ibm-nets 
big-lan 
cisco-! 

mail-1 
ibmtcp-1 
bitnews 

You can specify notesfiles in several ways. The most common is to type in the name of the 
notesfile, such as general. For example: 

notes general 

To read all the notesfiles in order, use: 

notes '*' 

The notesfile system supports pattern matching for names in the same manner as the shell. By 
using the shell meta-characters*, ?, [and], the user can specify a number of notesfiles with a 
single entry. To read all the notesfiles that pertain to UNIX, type in the following line (the 
quotes are required to protect the asterisks from interpretation by the shell): 

notes "*unix*" 

General 

Almost all notesfile commands require exactly one character (with no carriage return). Only 
commands that are longer than one character require a terminating carriage return (currently, 
choosing a note to read is the only command requiring more than one character). 

The commands were set up to be easy to remember. Uppercase forms of commands usually 
function like their lowercase counterparts, but with some additional feature or power (i.e., w 
writes a response, W includes the current displayed text in the response). 

Some commands are available almost everywhere in the notesfile system. These include 
those for help, exiting, forking a shell, and making a comment for the suggestion box. 

Help 

Typing ? anywhere will display the available options in an abbreviated format. 

Exiting 

Type q to leave the current notesfile. Capital Q leaves the current notesfile and refrains from 
entering your last entry time into the sequencer table. The notesfile system proceeds to the 
next topic in the invocation list. The k and K keys function exactly as q and Q. 

Use controi-D to leave the notesfile system completely (without updating entry time informa
tion). The z command behaves similarly to controi-D: You exit the notesfile system immedi
ately. Unlike control-D. the z command updates the entry time information for the current 

continued on page 186 
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notesfile. The z command functions only when you're reading notes or responses or when 
you're on the index page. 

The Index Page 

When you invoke the notes system without the -s option, you see an index of the most recent 
notes. A sample page is shown below: 

consultnotes 1:25 pm Jul 12, 1988 

3/2/88 1*new 
2 This is just a test 
3 C shell 
4 C shell 
5 Re: memory allocation 

3/3/88 6 Re: memory allocation 
3/5/88 7 dead modem 
3/7/88 8 Mail 

9 Re: memory allocation 
3/8/88 10 data line 

**** End of Notes **** 

notes 
1 m4 

csd0670 
1 csd0670 

csd0590 
consult 
cds0441 
zzz6299 
csd0590 

1 csd0590 

The upper left corner shows the notesfile's title. In this example, the notesfile discusses 
consultnotes notes. The current time and date are displayed in the upper right corner. Each 
note is displayed with its date (if different from the previous date), note number, title, number of 
responses (if any), and author. The first note above was written by user notes on March 2, 
1988. It is titled *new. 

From the index page the user may: 

Scroll the index forward or backward.(+,-) 
Read a note. (note#(cr)) 
Write a note. (w,W) 
Go to the next unread note. (j,J) 
Search for notes or responses after a specific date/time. (x,X) 
Search for keywords within notes' titles. (x,X) 
Search for notes/responses by a specific author. (a,A) 
Go to another notesfile. (n) 
Consult the notesfile's archive. (N) 
Read the policy note. (p) 
Check on anonymous and networked status. (d) 
Register a complaint/suggestion about notesfiles. (B) 
Fork a shell. (!) . 
Exit the notes program. (q,k (quit); Q,K (Quit w/o save); "D (Leave NOW 

w/o sequencer)) 
Invoke notesfile director options (if the user is a director). (d) 
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Writing Notes and Responses 

Write new base notes by hitting w while reading the index page. The notesfile system will then 
invoke an editor. After the prompt, type the insert command along with the text you wish to 
enter. Write the text to the disk and leave the editor. The system will prompt you for various 
options if they are available: anonymity, director message status, and the note's title. 

To write a response to a note, type w while that note or any of its responses is displayed. Then 
use the same steps used to write a base note. 

For More Information 

This is only an introduction to using notes (notesfile system) on UX. There are many options 
that we have not described in detail. The manual page man notes also gives you information 
on the notes package. Also see the chapter "Using Mail and Notes" in ACSS's Introduction to 
UNIX Computing, Second Edition. 

Try using notes and report via notes nfgrlpes any questions or comments you may have. 

Free Introduction to UNIX Computing 

Susan Hail 
BITNET: SLH@UMNACUX 

The new edition of ACSS's Introduction to UNIX Computing will be distributed to researchers 
free of charge this year. Faculty who open a new account on the Encore UX system after Sep
tember 15 will receive a copy free. After that date, any faculty member with an existing UX ac
count can obtain a free copy for their research by calling Fran Howard at 626-1869, sending 
campus mail to Fran Howard at 100 Lauderdale, or sending electronic mail to 
FJH@UMNACUX. 

Faculty using the ENCORE in their classes can obtain copies for their students by contacting 
Ms. Howard. Whenever possible, faculty in the same department should consolidate orders and 
get them in before September 15. 

Copies will also be available at a minimal charge in the Williamson Hall Book Center, the H. D. 
Smith Bookstore, and the Student Book Store in Dinkytown. 
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Varian Plotter Change on CYBER CA 

Michael Frisch 
CA, VX, UX: MJFRISCH 

BITNET: MJFRISCH@UMNACVX 
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On Sunday, September 18, we will be changing the default plotter on the CYBER CA from the 
Varian to the Versatec. This will affect those of you who want to continue using the Varian 
plotter. You will have to add the parameter FC:VN to your ROUTE command. For example, 

ROUTE(PLOTS,DC=PL,FC=VN,UJN=EA*425) 

will send the file PLOTS to the Varian and have the plotted output shipped to bin 425 at 1288 
Lind Hall. 

If you neglect to put FC:VN on your ROUTE statement, you will get the dayfile message 

VERSATEC PLOTTER UNAVAILABLE 
USE FC=VN FOR VARIAN PLOTTER 

(The Versatec plotter is not available to CYBER CA users at this time but will become available 
later this year.) 

The purpose of this change is to prepare for disconnecting the Varian plotter in the future. 
CYBER CA users who use the Varian will have to switch to the Versatec at that time. Mean
while, we are working on software to emulate PLOTPAC calls for the Versatec plotter using the 
Precision Visuals Dl-3000 library. When this is complete, you will be able to run comparison 
plots on both devices and become familiar with the differences between them. 
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CofDQutinr; Reflections 

De Facto Standards: Searching for a Page Description 
Language 

Lawrence Liddiard 
VX AND BITNET: LIDDIARD@UMNACVX 

UX: LAL 

Example from the Past 

In 1962 the University acquired a CDC 1604 with an operating system that had a program for 
the automatic coding of programs. This program was called the FORTRAN SYSTEM and was 
patterned after the 1956 and 1958 FORTRAN Automatic Coding Systems for the IBM 704 and 
709. Later this CDC version became known as FORTRAN-60, when Control Data brought out 
new versions titled FORTRAN-62 and FORTRAN-63 for the CDC 1604. We quote the final 
sentences of the introduction: 

The Control Data 1604 Fortran is largely compatible with IBM Fortran for the 704, 709, 
650 and other machines. There are many complications, however, in machine differ
ences which affect the interpretation of Fortran language particularly in the area of 
console control and input-output. The Fortran language presented here is a basic 
useful set of statements which is restricted to avoid as many as possible of these com
plications. Programs written by these rules will run on the Control Data 1604 computer. 
Other programs, particularly those written for IBM machines, may not follow these rules 
and may also run on the 1604 computer. 

Not a lot of guarantees here for the Fortran user. 

Why De Facto Standards? 

Remember that the first American National Standard FORTRAN was published in 1966 (ANSI 
X3.9-1966 was the Full set and X3.1 0-1966 the Basic subset) and then revised by ANSI X3.9-
1978. A good validation suite to test compliance to the standards was not published until after 
the 1978 revision. In the meantime, researchers and industries required portable computer 
programs that would: 

continue to work across machine changes; 

be simpler to construct than machine language programs; 

require fewer but richer programming statements; 

and be promulgated widely and taught in a standard way in computing circles. 

What to do until the Standard arrives? In the computing field we have always believed that we 
can get a computer to do anything, thus doing nothing is always ruled out. Sometimes we have 
started with a new Standard (Algol, for example) only to find that nobody was ready to jump on 
that bandwagon. In general our practical nature requires us to go with something that works, 
and, if it works beautifully, then hurrah for computing. 

continued on page 190 
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Some Current University De Facto Standards 

Intercommunication among computing systems and users is a high priority at ACSS and the 
University. The standard protocols for doing this, called the Open Systems Interconnect (OS I) 
model, have been under development since 1977 by a subcommittee of the International 
Standards Organization (ISO). This model has seven layers (from lowest to highest: Physical, 
Data Link, Network, Transport, Session, Presentation and Application). Until the final stan
dards are ready, the University has chosen to implement TCP/IP (Transmission Control Proto
col/Internet Protocol) for the middle three layers. 

Since it was a single vendor solution, the University did not select DECnet as the intermediate 
standard for the University; although the fact that it worked meant that current internet solu
tions would include DECnet. 

We expect that TCP/IP will eventually be replaced by the ISO standards, but typically move
ment to new standards does not take place until a replacement or upgrade is done on the 
hardware running the outdated de facto standard. Many may remember the length of time it 
has taken to have standard ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange) 
replace BCD and EBCDIC codes for characters in computer transmission and magnetic tape 
interchange. 

Why Do We Need a Standard Page Description Language? 

For the same reasons that we select standard programming languages, we need a way to have 
identical pages generated essentially alike on different resolution page printers by different 
languages or computer applications or computer systems. In addition, we expect to be able to 
transmit these pages electronically anywhere in the world. For this reason, ACSS is promoting 
Postscript by Adobe Systems as the de facto standard page description language. This means 
that any new page printer we purchase must understand Postscript, and this will be reflected in 
the new printer being selected for our Lind Hall facility. One of the major projects this summer, 
after getting TCP/IP interconnections among our mainframes, was to embark on the intertrans
mission of Postscript files. 

Some Basic Facts about Postscript 

Page description languages are designed to deal with raster output devices that basically print 
a rectangular image consisting of individually-addressable dots. The resolution of raster de
vices varies from 50 to over 1000 dots per inch as one goes from display terminals (the Macin
tosh screen has 72 dots per inch) to laser printers (the Apple LaserWriter has 300). Reference 
1 defines the process of translating the user's information to the printer: 

An abstract graphical entity (e.g., a line, a circle, a text character, or sampled image) is 
rendered on a raster output device by a process known as scan conversion. From a 
mathematical description of the graphical entity, this process determines which pixels to 
adjust and what values to set them to in order to achieve the most faithful rendition 
possible at the device resolution. The pixels of the page to be printed or displayed are 
represented as a two-dimensional array of pixels in computer memory. For an output 
device in which each pixel is either black or white(the most common situation), each 
pixel is represented by a single bit in memory. In this case, scan conversion consists of 
laying down a pattern of ones and zeros in memory. This process is applied in turn to 
each graphical entity that is to appear on the page. The pixel values are then read out 
in row or column order, and by some sort of scanning process an image corresponding 
to this data is produced on the output device. 
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In describing abstract graphical entities, the computer program could simply send pixel values 
to the printer; but high transmission time, specific device-dependent resolution, and the 
needed scan conversion CPU time on the user's computer argue against this simplistic method. 
This leads to dividing the process into two steps: the first when the computer program produces 
a device-independent rendition of its output in a page description language; and the second 
when an intelligent raster output device interprets that rendition into an actual page or display. 
The rendition is preferably in standard ASCII code. 

A page description language that allows dynamic format changes can be constructed with the 
normal elements of a programming language; statements, procedures and primitive graphic 
operators. In addition since the rendition will be produced on a raster device of unknown resolu
tion, the page description must have the ability to obtain information from that device to pro
duce a faithful output image. 

The final element is an intelligent raster device that can interpret the page description lan
guage. In general this will have an independent processor with a large memory to hold stan
dard fonts, down-loaded fonts and the page in raster format. Since the page language pres
ents abstract graphical entities in a mathematical format, the device can easily scale the "real" 
page to fit on its display. In addition, to speed up execution, non-standard user fonts can be 
down-loaded into device memory at the correct scaling and orientation. A number of other 
interesting aspects of the interpreter can be found in Reference 1. 

Postscript renditions consist of a prologue part containing application-specific definitions that 
will be used in a following script. The script describes the specific elements of a page. It 
consists of references to Postscript primitives and prologue definitions, intermixed with 
operands and data. There are facilities in the language to ensure that a page is independent 
from any other page. 

Problem Areas for Postscript 

Current laser page printers have approximately 300 dots (pixels) per inch (dpi) or 90,000 to the 
square inch. This means that the standard 8 1/2 X 11 inch page will have about 8.5 million dots 
(or bits or pixels) that may have to be generated and stored into the page printer's memory 
before it is ready to print our page. If we translate that into standard 8-bit bytes, we see that 
one million bytes per page are needed for these printers for the page alone. Normally at least 
twice that memory is needed to store standard fonts and to hold different sizes of transmitted 
fonts. Newer laser printers are expected to have 600 and 1200 dpi (typographical quality) and 
thus require 4 to 16 times more bytes to reproduce the same standard page. Along with the 
increased memory (the current shortage of computer chips makes this expensive), the com
puter processing power for the new printers must be increased by the same ratio to achieve 
equal printing speed. All of these requirements bode for more expensive rather than less 
expensive page printers. 

We expected that more then one company would be supplying Postscript implementations to 
page printer manufacturers (currently only Adobe provides these), but Reference 2 states: 

Last fall, when several software companies announced their plans to clone the Post
script page description language, some industry observers predicted that Adobe Sys
tems' long reign over the world of Postscript printers was finally over. But more than six 
months later Adobe's position remains largely unassailed. Of the more than two dozen 
companies that have announced Postscript clones, only a few have seen their Post
script-clone controllers ship in volume .... Questions about compatibility with Adobe 
Postscript remain the most serious obstacle for the acceptance of clones and will proba
bly remain unresolved until more clones hit the market and are tested in practical situ
ations. 

continued on page 192 
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We have on CYBER CA disk the collected ACM algorithms as published in the journal ACM 
Transactions on Mathematical Software, starting with algorithm 493 from March, 1975. We 
recently added algorithm 655, published in December 1987. This is 

ALG655 IQPACK: FORTRAN Subroutines for the Weights of Interpolatory 
Quadratures 

All these algorithms are available to users on the FETCH file CALGOPL, which is a MODIFY 
program library on the CYBER CA computer. The list of the available algorithms and com
mands to access them are given in the writeup obtained by the command 

WRITEUP, CALGOPL 

The journal ACM Transactions on Mathematical Software is available in the Computing Infor
mation Center, 128A Lind Hall. If you have questions, contact Pedro Cubillos at 625-3591. 
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Artificial Intelligence 

Lisp and Prolog for Instructional Use 

Ron Zacharski 
BITNET: RAZ@UMNACVX 

Lisp on the VX System 

VAX Common Lisp (version 2.2) is available on ACSS's VX system (V AXNMS). This implem
entation provides a very good environment for Lisp programming, including an EMACS-type 
editor that you can invoke from a Lisp session. The implementation also includes the Common 
Lisp Object System, an object-oriented extension to Common Lisp, an incremental compiler, 
and debugging aids (including break loop, debugger, stepper, and tracer). To access VAX 
Lisp, type Lisp at the main VMS prompt. 

Documentation 

The following DEC manuals are available in the Computing Information Center, 128A Lind Hall: 

VAX Lisp Volume 1: Users Guide. This manual describes the interpreter, the complier, 
and debugging facilities, as well as the "pretty " printer. 

VAX Lisp Volume 2: System Access Programming Guide, Graphics Programming 
Guide, System Building Guide. 

VAX Lisp Volume 3: Editor Programming Guide. This manual contains the information 
required to write programs that extend the VAX Lisp Editor. 

A short introduction to using the VAX Lisp editor can be found on the file 
ACSS$WRITEUP:LISP.LIS. Use the command Type/Page ACSS$WRITEUP :LISP .LIS to 
read this file at your terminal. 

For information on Common Lisp Object System, type help lisp common loops at the VMS 
prom~. -

For information on the new features of VAX Lisp 2.2, see the file 
sys$help :llsp022.release_notes. 

Lisp on the UX System 

MIT Scheme is available on the ENCORE UX system and is accessed by typing scheme at the 
UNIX prompt. Scheme can also be used with the GNUEMAcs editor and this combination makes 
for a powerful programming environment. To use Scheme under EMAcs, simply enter EMAcs by 
typing qnuema.cs at the UNIX prompt. Then press the escape key followed by an x. You will 
see an M-x prompt at the bottom of the screen. Finally, type in run-scheme. 

continued on page 194 
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We recently installed Kyoto Common Lisp on the ENCORE UX system. Access it by typing 
kcl. The Common Lisp Object System (PC Loops) is also available. 

Franz Lisp is also on the UX system and is accessed by typing li.sp at the UNIX prompt. 

Documentation 

For general information on Scheme, type help scheme. 

The manual for Scheme is the RevisecP Report on the Algorithmic Language Scheme. LaTeX 
source files for this manual are available on the ENCORE in the directory /usr/src/public/ 
scheme/documentation/r3rs. 

For further information both on this Scheme implementation in general and in using Scheme 
with Emacs, see the file 

/usr/src/publlc/scheme/documentatlon/user.txt 

For further information on GNUEMAcs, type man gnuema.cs at the UNIX prompt. 

For further information on Kyoto Common Lisp, PCLoops, and Franz Lisp, type help 
languages li.sp. 

The manual for Franz Lisp is found in the directory /usr/li.b/li.sp/manual. This is an 
online version of John Foderaro's 1983 Franz Lisp Manual. 

Quintus Prolog on the VX System 

This is considered one of the best implementations of Prolog. It features an Emacs editor 
(Unipress version), a debugger, and an on-line help system and manual. It offers a high de
gree of compatibility with DEC10 Prolog, Prolog-20, and CProlog. To enter Prolog with Emacs, 
type proloq +(notice that there is a space between the word prolog and the+). To enter 
Prolog without Emacs, type proloq. To exit Prolog, type [Escape] Ctri-C. 

The Quintus Pro log Demonstration Library contains a range of programs that both illustrate the 
usefulness of Prolog in general and point out features of the Quintus implementation. 

Documentation 

The Computing Information Center has the following manuals, published by Quintus Computer 
Systems: 

Quintus Prolog User's Guide. 

Quintus Prolog Reference Manual. 

Quintus Prolog System-dependent Features Manual for VAX/VMS Systems. 

Quintus Prolog Library Manual. 

To gain access to the on-line manual for Quintus Prolog, type manual. (note the period) at the 
main Prolog prompt. 
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A brief introduction to using the EMACS editor in Prolog can be found in the file 
ACSS$WRITEUP:QUINTUS.LIS 

i For additional information on the demonstration library, type in: 

$TYPE PROLOG_DEMOS:[OOOOOO]README 

at the main VMS prompt. 

Waterloo Unix Prolog on the UX System 

This is a Prolog programming environment from the Logic Programming Group at the University 
of Waterloo. Among its features are an on-line help facility, debugging aids and the ability to 
compile, edit, and load modules within the system. To use Waterloo Prolog, type wup. 

Documentation 

man wup gives details on the use of the system. 

Public Domain Lisp and Prolog 

Xlisp, a public domain version of Lisp, and ADA PD Prolog, a public domain version of Prolog, 
are both available for IBM-PC compatibles. (Xlisp is also available for the Macintosh.) Instruc
tors wishing to distribute these languages to their students may obtain a copy from the ACSS 
Special Projects Group at no cost other than providing two blank formatted disks for each 

) language requested. 

For more information, contact: 

Ron Zacharski 
Special Projects Group 
M141 Fraser (office) 
128A Lind (mail) 
625-8332 
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The latest upgrade of SIR is up on our VAXNMS system. Version 2.2 is fully compatible with 
the current 2.1.3 version on VX. 

The following are the new features and enhancements available with Version 2.2. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Journaling and recovery facilities are enacted when you initialize SIR/DBMS . 
A new SCHEMA module has been added to SIR/DBMS in Version 2.2. It allows you 
to interactively define and modify your schema using a screen-oriented approach. 
The DBMS Retrieval language can now read and write a wide variety of external 
files. 
The case-ld variable is optional. You can create a "caseless" data base during 
schema definition. 
The MOVE VARS command is now called GET VARS. (The old form is still 
acceptable.) 
SYSTAT SAVE FILE has been added for those running on IBM-PC's and PC
compatibles. 
The VERIFY FILE utility has been enhanced with a PATCH option. If a data base is 
damaged, the VERIFY FILE PATCH utility attempts to patch the database so that a 
full RELOAD is not required. 
The SOL+, FORMS, and HOST modules are now accessible; these were not 
previously available on the VAX 8650. 

Using SIR 2.2 

You can run SIR 2.2 interactively with the VMS commands: 

$ SIRDEF 

$ SIR/DBMS/IA 

$ SIR/SQL 

$ SIR/HELP 

Documentation 

(Places the SIR 2.2 commands into your workspace.) 

(To invoke the DBMS module.) 

(To invoke the SOL moldule.) 

(To invoke the current documentation for SIR 2.2.) 

The SIR 2.2 manuals are available for reference at the Computing Information Center in 128A 
Lind Hall. There are significant changes in the content and style of the manuals from Version 
2.0. You can also order this manual at Williamson Bookstore on the East Bank. 

Use the command HELP SIR22 on VX to access command syntax about SIR Version 2.2. 

If you have any questions about using SIR on VX, you can call the Data Base 
Consultant at 626-1887. The Data Base HELP-Line is open from 10:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m., 
Monday through Friday. 
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Documentation News 

ACSS's Free Documentation 

Paula Goblirsch 
BITNET: PMG@UMNACVX 

ACSS publishes several short documents called Briefs. These free documents are available at 
the ACSS Computing Information Center in 128A Lind Hall. You can obtain multiple copies of 
the X EDIT Summary and Computing Facilities map by calling Paula Goblirsch at 626-1093. 
Among the Briefs available this quarter are: 

Artificial Intelligence Services: Describes artificial intelligence services currently 
available on ACSS's central system computers and on microcomputers. 

CA WRITEUP Information: Provides information about an on-line documentation utility 
available on the CYBER CA. 

Central Configuration Diagram: Describes ACSS's central system computers with 
their attached storage and communications devices. 

Computing Facilities, Twin Cities Campus: Shows locations of campus computing 
facilities. 

Computing Information Center and Documentation Services: Lists information and 
services available from the ACSS Computing Information Center. 

Consulting Schedule: Lists hours, locations, and phone numbers for ACSS consulting 
services. 

CYBER/NOS Access: Provides basic information for CYBER CAusers. 

CYBERIVE Access: Provides basic information for CYBER NV users. 

Documentation Directory: Lists basic documentation available from ACSS. 

ENCORE/UNIX Access: Provides basic information for ENCORE users. 

Full Screen Editor {FSE): Explains how to use the CYBER full-screen editor. 

Getting Output From the CYBER NV: Explains how to get printed output from CYBER 
NV. 

Getting Started at ACSS: Provides basic information on research and instructional 
computing at ACSS. 

Graphics Packages: Describes the graphics application software packages available 
on ACSS's CYBER and VAX computers. 

Liberal Arts Computing Services: Summarizes software and services available for 
liberal arts research on ACSS's central systems computers and for microcomputers. 

continued on page 198 
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Math, Engineering, and Statistics Software: Lists all math, engineering, and statis
tics packages available on ACSS's computers. 

NOSIVE Command Format: Presents information about using commands on the NV 
system. 

NOSIVE Equivalents to NOS Commands: Lists NOS 2 commands and the equivalent 
NOS/VE commands. 

NOS/VE On-line Documentation: Shows how to use EXPLAIN, DISCI, and HELP on 
the NV system. 

NV WRITEUP Information: Provides information about an on-line documentation utility 
available on CYBER NV. 

Phone Numbers: Lists important and frequently called ACSS phone numbers. 

Short Course Schedule and Descriptions: Lists topics, descriptions, times, and fees 
for short courses available during the current quarter. 

Software on theCA, NV, UX, and VX: Lists many of the software packages available 
on ACSS's CYBER, ENCORE, and VAX computers. 

Tools for Administrators of VX Instructional Users: Provides information for admin
istrators of VAX instructional accounts. 

Using the EDIT_File Editor: Explains how to use the editor on the NV system. 

Using the Electronic Postmaster: Provides information about electronic mail users 
and mail facilities at the University of Minnesota. 

Using MAIL on the CVBER CA: Explains how to send and receive messages on 
CYBER CA. 

Using MAIL on the ENCORE: Explains how to send and receive messages on the 
ENCORE UX system. 

Using MAIL on the VAX: Explains how to send and receive messages on the VAX VX 
system. 

VAX/VMS Access: Provides basic information for VMS users. 

VX WRITEUP Information: Provides information about an on-line documentation utility 
on the VAX VX system. 

XEDIT 3.1 Reference Summary: Lists all important XED IT commands and parame
ters. 

Xerox 8700 Fonts Available with Scribe: Describes the fonts for computerized text 
files that are available on the Xerox 8700 high-speed laser printer. 
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CICNet 

CICNet: A Report 

Barbara Wolfe 
BITNET: BBWOLFE@UMNACVX 

The Committee on Institutional Cooperation, representing the Big Ten Universities and the University of 
Chicago, is now planning a communications network called CICNet. This network will enable faculty 
at the participating universities to share computing, data, video, and telecommunications facilities for 
research and instruction, and improve opportunities for cooperative research, teaching, and services. 
The following is the first bulletin from CICNet' s Executive Director on recent progress made in plan
ning the network. 

A new regional or mid-level network moved a bit closer to being an operational entity on July 1, 
1988. Within a three-tiered national network design with the National Science Foundation 
network (NSFNet) as the top level, CICNet is one of the second tier networks to directly link to 
NSFNet. It will begin operation as a high-speed data communication network connecting 
eleven institutions of higher education, operating at the same speed as NSFNet, 1.54 megabits 
per second. CICNet has been discussed extensively for nearly two years in the seven states in 
the upper midwest that it is designed to serve: Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, 
Ohio, and Wisconsin. With a small planning grant from the National Science Foundation and 
commitments for financial resources from the eleven largest institutions of higher education in 
the region, an Executive Director, Barbara Wolfe, was hired and CICNet was incorporated as 
CICNet, Inc. 

This bulletin is being prepared monthly to inform the potential users of CICNet from this large 
region about the development of CICNet. It is written by the Executive Director and delivered 
both electronically and in printed form to as many groups as we can identify that we think might 
have an interest in CICNet. In particular, other regional, mid-level, and state networks that may 
desire services from CICNet are very concerned about how and when CICNet develops. Even
tually, CICNet, Inc. will hire staff for a Network Information Center, which will produce a news
letter. At this time, communication with CICNet, Inc. should be directed to the Executive Direc
tor (Room 100, 2520 Broadway Drive, Lauderdale, MN 55113; 612-633-9438). Electronic mail 
may be sent to bbwolfe@vx.acss.umn.edu or bbwolfe@umnacvx.bitnet. 

The Board of Directors of CICNet, Inc. presently consists of one representative from each of 
the eleven institutions, the Director of the Committee on Institutional Cooperation (CIC), and the 
Executive Director serving ex officio. The Directors are: 

George F. Badger, Jr., University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign 
Alison Brown, Ohio State University 
Thomas H. Brown, University of Illinois, Chicago 
Roger G. Clark, Committee on Institutional Cooperation 
Daniel W. DeHayes, Indiana University 
Robert L. Graves, University of Chicago 
Fred H. Harris, University of Iowa 
Paul M. Hunt, Michigan State University 
V. Rama Murthy, University of Minnesota 
Tad B. Pinkerton, University of Wisconsin, Madison 
Peter G. Roll, Northwestern University 
Douglas van Houweling, University of Michigan 
Barbara B. Wolfe, Executive Director 
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Any member of the Board of Directors would also be happy to supply information to interested 
parties. 

CICNet is still in its planning phase, expecting to move into the implementation phase by 
October 1988. Full operation of a data communications network operating at T1 speed (1.54 
megabits per second) is not expected to occur before January 1989. Issues being addressed 
as part of the present planning are management of the Network Operation or Control Center, 
identification of business partners and their roles, acquisition of hardware, and topology of the 
long lines linking the campuses. MCI has been chosen as the long-line interexchange carrier 
and Ameritech Communications Incorporated (ACI) as one of the primary business partners. 

A CICNet Technical Working Group (TWG) with representatives from several of the major 
campuses met in Ann Arbor, Michigan on July 15, 1988, for the first time with MCI and ACI. 
Members of the TWG are: 

Eric Aupperle, University of Michigan 
Michael Dorl, University of Wisconsin 
Michael Enyeart, Indiana University 
Michael L. Fidler, Ohio State University 
Roger L. Gulbranson, University of Minnesota 
Edward M. Krol, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign 
Scott Teissler, University of Chicago 
Robert Vanderohe, University of Chicago 

All parties were briefed on what Merit, Inc., is doing to operate the NSFNet connecting the 
national supercomputer centers. Merit began operating the NSFNet on July 1, 1988, introduc
ing T1 speed data communication. Plans were made for meetings with MCI and ACI in August. 
Requests for Information (RFI) for router and DACS (Digital Access and Cross-connect Sys
tem) hardware were reviewed. The two RFI's were sent to vendors on August 1 requesting 
responses by August 31. 

The National Science Foundation has made a commitment of $1.2 million to CICNet over the 
next two years with the expectation that CICNet will assume the major role in providing access 
to the NSFNet for institutions of higher education in the seven state region. CICNet is expected 
to provide enhanced services to existing networks in the region while providing for its own self 
sufficiency as NSF support declines. CICNet should provide a means to develop and promote 
research as well as educational services which are dependent upon excellent communication 
resources. The faculty at each of the CICNet institutions needs to begin planning their activities 
with CICNet in mind. The availability of high speed data communications at affordable cost 
should open new avenues of exploration for research and instruction at all institutions in the 
region. 

Next month I will report on the plans completed in August. In the meantime, please feel free to 
communicate with me or any member of the Board about your concerns for CICNet. 
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Academic Computing Services and Systems 
Fall Quarter Short Courses 

1988 

~SHORT COURSEPOUCY) 

Each quarter ACSS offers a large number of free 
computer short courses for the University community. 
Although these are usually introductory topics, the 
instructors spend a lot of time preparing for them. We 
ask people to register for these classes by phone, 
mail, or in person, so instructors know how many 
people to expect if materials are to be distributed. 
When registration for each class reaches classroom 
capacity we keep a waiting list of those wanting to 
attend. We always have waiting lists. If you do not 
show up for class, or call to cancel, you are depriving 
those who wish to attend. 

ACSS avoids overbooking classes so that instructors 
and class participants are not inconvenienced. 
However, if the large number of "no-shows" continues, 
we will be forced to begin charging for these free 
classes and we will terminate telephone registrations. 

Please be considerate. Think of those staff who 
organize and teach ACSS short courses. And, in 
particular, think of those users who are on the waiting 
list. If you aren't able to attend a class, a simple 
phone call (625-7397) will enable us to contact 
someone who can. 

Registration begins Thursday, September 15 

Central systems courses are free. To register call 625-7397. 
Some classes have size limitations: Register early. 

Introduction to Computers 
Introduction to UNIX Operating System 
Introduction to VAX/VMS Operating System 
Introduction to NOS 2 Operating System 
Introduction to NOSNE Operating System 
Intermediate NOSNE 

INGRES (Data Base Mgmt) 
Using SAS (Statistics) 
Math and Engineering Software 
Using SPSS· (Statistics) 
Electronic Mail (VAX & BITNET) 
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Introductory 

Sept 26-0ct 5 
Sept 27-29 
Oct 10-19 
Oct 11-25 
Oct 24-28 
Nov 7-11 

Elective 

Oct 27 -Nov 1 0 
Oct 31-Nov 4 
Oct 31-Nov 4 
Nov 14-18 
Nov 15-17 

MWF 
Tih 
MW 
Tih 
MWF 
MWF 

Th-T 
MWF 
MWF 
MWF 
Tih 

2:15-4 pm 
2:15-5 pm 
2:15-4 pm 
2:30-4:30 pm 
2:15-5 pm 
2:15-5 pm 

2:15-4 pm 
3:30-5 pm 
2:15-4 pm 
3:30-5 pm 
2:15-4 pm 
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Fees: 1) U of M students, 2) U. staff/faculty, 3) Non-University persons. 

General 

Overview; no hands-on. Limited enrollment. 

Strategies for Networking Microcomputers and Workstations 
Section 1 Nov 29 T 1:30-4 pm Free 

IBM and IBM-compatible Courses 

Hands on. Limited to 1 0 per class. 
(1) (2) (3) 

Introduction to Microcomputers DOS 
Section 1 Sept 27-29 TWTh 9:30-11:30 am $40,$50,$80 
Section 2 Oct 24-28 MWF 10:00-noon $40,$50,$80 
Section 3 Nov 29-Dec 1 TWTh 1 :30-3:30 pm $40,$50,$80 

Managing Your Hard Disk 
Section 1 Oct 5-6 WTh 1:30-4 pm $40,$50,$80 
Section 2 Nov 8-10 Tih 9:30-noon $40,$50,$80 

Orientation for Campus Network Users, IBM 
Section 1 Sept 19 M 2:00-3:30 pm Free 
Section 2 Oct3 M 2:00-3:30 pm Free 
Section 3 Oct 17 M 2:00-3:30 pm Free 
Section 4 Oct 31 M 2:00-3:30 pm Free 
Section 5 Nov? M 2:00-3:30 pm Free 
Section 6 Nov 21 M 2:00-3:30 pm Free 
Section 7 Dec5 M 2:00-3:30 pm Free 

Introduction to dBase Ill 
Section 1 Oct 4-6 TWTh 10:00-noon $40,$50,$80 
Section 2 Nov 7-11 MWF 10:00-noon $40,$50,$80 

Programming in dBase Ill 
Section 1 Oct 25-26 TW 1:30-4 pm $40,$50,$80 

Introduction to Paradox 
Section 1 Nov 28-30 MTW 10:00-noon $40,$50,$80 

Beginning Lotus 1-2-3 
Section 1 Oct 20-21 ThF 1:30-4 pm $25,$35,$60 

Section 2 Nov 10-11 ThF 1:30-4 pm $25,$35,$60 

Intermediate Lotus 1-2-3 
Section 1 Dec2 F 1:30-4 pm $25,$35,$60 

Introduction to Microsoft Word on IBM 
Section 1 Oct 11-13 Tih 1:30-4 pm $35,$45,$85 
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Introduction to WordPerfect 5.0 
Section 1 
Section 2 

Oct 19-21 
Dec 1-2 

WF 
ThF 

9:30-noon 
9:30-noon 

*$25,$35,$60 
*$25,$35,$60 

*Note: A ComputerPREP workbook is required for this class. You must buy this book at the Minnesota Book Center Electron
ics Desk in Williamson Hall before you come to the first day of class. 

Macintosh Fundamentals 
Section 1 
Section 2 
Section 3 
Section 4 
Section 5 

Sept 29 
Oct 12 
Oct25 
Nov 9 
Nov22 

Orientation for Campus Network Users, Macintosh 
Section 1 Sept 26 
Section 2 Oct 1 0 
Section 3 Oct 24 
Section 4 Nov 14 
Section 5 Nov 28 
Section 6 Dec 12 

Introduction to Microsoft Word on Macintosh 
Section 1 Sept 27-28 
Section 2 Oct 18-20 
Section 3 
Section 4 

Nov 3-4 
Nov 15-17 

Intermediate Microsoft Word on the Macintosh 
Section 1 Oct 11-13 
Section 2 Oct 27-28 

Customizing Microsoft Word on the Macintosh 
Section 1 Nov 23 

Introduction to Excel 
Section 1 Oct 25-27 
Section 2 Nov 16-18 

Intermediate Excel 
Section 1 Nov 3-4 

Using Hypercard 
Section 1 Oct 12-14 
Section 2 Nov 1-2 
Section 3 Nov 21-22 

Using Hypertalk 
Section 1 Nov 1-2 

Macintosh Courses 

Hands-on. Limited to 10. 

Th 
w 
T 
w 
T 

M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 

TW 
Tih 
ThF 
Tih 

Tih 
ThF 

w 

Tih 
WF 

ThF 

WF 
TW 
MT 

TW 

Developing Instructional Software Using Hypercard 
Section 1 Oct 12-14 WF 
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12:15-1 pm 
12:15-1 pm 
12:15-1 pm 
12:15-1 pm 
12:15-1 pm 

2:00-3:30 pm 
2:00-3:30 pm 
2:00-3:30 pm 
2:00-3:30 pm 
2:00-3:30 pm 
2:00-3:30 pm 

1:30-4 pm 
9:30-noon 
1:30-4 pm 
9:30-noon 

9:30-noon 
1:30-4 pm 

9:30-noon 

9:30-noon 
1:30-4 pm 

9:30-noon 

10:00-noon 
9:30-11:30 am 
10:00-noon 

1 :30-3:30 pm 

1:30-3:30 pm 

Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 

Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 

$35,$45,$85 
$35,$45,$85 
$35,$45,$85 
$35,$45,$85 

$35,$45,$85 
$35,$45,$85 

$35,$45,$85 

$35,$45,$85 
$35,$45,$85 

$35,$45,$85 

$25,$35,$60 
$25,$35,$60 
$25,$35,$60 

$25,$35,$60 

$25,$35,$60 
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Developing Applications for the Macintosh Using Pascal 
Section 1 Nov 14-18 MWF 1 :30-3:30 pm $25,$35,$85 

Introduction to Desktop Publishing - PageMaker 
Section 1 Dec 6-7 TW 1:30-4 pm $25,$35,$60 

The following Macintosh classes are demonstration only! No hands-on. 
Limited to 15. 

Preparing a Dissertation on the Mac 
Section 1 Nov 17 Th 1:30-4 pm $15,$25,NA 

Object Pascal and McApp 
Section 1 Nov 30 w 1:30-4 pm Free 

( sHOat courisE INFORMATioN) 

Prerequisites: Please note any prerequisites for the class 
you are interested in. Instructors will not be able to review 
any prerequisite requirements. If you need more information 
on short courses, call the Computing Information Center at 
626-7397. 

Limits: All microcomputer classes and many central system 
classes ha•Je limits to class size. Please try to register early 
to be sure of getting a place. If you decide to withdraw from 
a class, please do so as soon as possible, so that we may 
make the space available to others. 

Registration: Registration begins September 15. Regis
tration is located at the ACSS Computing Information 
Center, 128A Lind Hall. (Hours: 8:00 am to 4:30p.m., 
Monday through Friday.) Fees must accompany registration. 
Mail registrations will be accepted. Deadline for registering 
is 4:00 p.m. on the last working day before the class begins. 

Please call and give us your name if you plan to attend a 
free class: also call to cancel if you decide later not to attend, 
so we know how many to expect. We reserve the right to 
cancel a course if registration is insufficient. For registration 
information call 625-7397. 

Fees: Fees following microcomputer courses above are for 
1) University students, 2) University staff and faculty, and 3) 
non-University persons. Course fees may be paid by check, 
or by a signed University journal voucher included with 
registration information. No cash, please. Fees must be 
paid at the time of registration. 

No refunds will be made after the class has begun. A 
penalty-reduction of the refund-will be assessed if you 
withdraw from a class within three days of the beginning of 
the class. 

Registration begins Thursday, September 15 
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Liberal Arts Computina 

GENCORD on VX 

Richard L. Hotchkiss 
BITNET: HOTCHKISS@UMNACVX 

Two new programs for text analysis are now available on our VAX VX system: GENCORD, a 
concordance generator, and GCORD, an interactive interface that makes GENCORD easier to 
use. VAX GENCORD, based on earlier CYBER and GRAY versions, has full upper- and 
lowercase capability and a wide range of concording and indexing options. For a full descrip
tion, see the on-line file 

ACSS$WRITEUP:GENCORD.LIS 

This is a long writeup, so you will probably want to print it with this command: 

$ PRINT/CBAR=P75/NAME=site.bin ACSS$WRITEUP:GENCORD.LIS 

A new version of WRITEUP,GENCORD is now available on the CYBER CA. 

Instructional Computina 

Computer Demo Classrooms Available to Faculty 

Jerry Stearns 

ACSS has equipped four classrooms on the Twin Cities campuses with microcomputers and 
projector systems for faculty to use in their teaching. 

Two rooms on the East Bank, one on the West Bank, and one on the St. Paul campus have a 
Zenith 183 microcomputer with hard drives, and they are all capable of handling either 3 1/2 or 
5 1/4 inch diskettes. The microcomputer display can be projected on a wall screen for class
room demonstrations. Each room also has telephone equipment for connection to campus 
computer systems. 

These classrooms are available for classes each quarter: Ask University Room Scheduling for 
a special reservation. If you have any questions, please call Jerry Stearns at 625-1543 or send 
him electronic mail messages at jstearns@umnacvx. 
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Conventions 

Throughout this and other ACSS publications, we have adopted these conventions: 

Messages and prompts from the ACSS computers appear in plain type, like 
this. 

Words that the computer systems replace with a specific name, value, or other informa
tion appear in italic type, like this. 

Commands you type at your terminal keyboard appear in bold face type, like 
this. 

Words that must be replaced by a specific name, value, or command that you type in 
appear in bold italic type, like this. 

Comments to interactive sessions and program files are enclosed in {curly braces, like 
this}. 

Here's an example: 

save, filename 

is a command you type in. You type save and replace filename with the name of your file. 
The system may respond with the message 

filename ALREADY PERMANENT {An example of a system message.} 

where filename will be replaced by the name of the file you attempted to save. 

The symbol <CR> refers to the carriage return (or RETURN) key on the terminal. The 
<CR> serves as a terminator for commands you type at your terminal. In most cases we 
do not show <CR>; we assume you know to type it after every command . 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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The Classifieds 

For Sale 

Apple LaserWriter. Two years old. Excellent con~ition. Interfaces with Applet~lk . 
Network. Prints 8 pages/minute. Contact Dr. Damel Vallera, Dept. of Theraput1c Radi
ology, 626-6664. 
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Phones/Hours/Labs 
ACSS PHONE NUMBERS 

Administrative Office: 626·1600 

HELP-Line 626·5592 

Access: 
CYBER (CA) 626-1620 
CYBER (NV) 626-1622 
ENCORE (UX) 626-1681 
VAX (VX) 626-1641 

Accounts: 
CYBERs, ENCORE, VAX 625-1511 

Computer Hours (recorded message) 626-1819 
Computing Information Center 625-7397 
Contract Services 625-2303 
East Bank 110, 128B Lind Hall 625-5082 
Engineering Services 627-4357 
Equipment Maintenance/Repair 627-4357 
Graphics Software 626-5592 
Information, Lauderdale 626-1600 
Lauderdale Computer Room 626-0550 
Lauderdale Services 626-1838 
LUMINA 626-2206 
LUMINA Consultant 626-2272 
Magnetic Tape Librarian 626-1838 
Math and Engineering Packages 625-5830 
Microcomputer Helpline 626-4276 
Newsletter Subscription 625-7397 
Permanent File Restoration 626-0595 
Project Assist 626-1090 
Public Labs (Managed by ACSS) 

170 Anderson Hall 624-6526 
140 Blegen Hall 624-5278 
14 Folwell Hall 625-4896 
306B Lind Hall 625-9032 
B20MWL 624-6526 
130 Physics 625-6820 
9 Walter Library 626-1899 
Lab Manager (14 Folwell Hall) 625-7850 

Publications Information 626-1093 
Short Course Registration 625-7397 
Shuttle Bus Service 625-9525 
System Status (recorded message) 626-1819 
West Bank Computing Services 624-0877 

For the phone numbers of consulting services, see the Help 
Page. 

PUBLIC LABS 
TWIN CITIES CAMPUS 

Location Mainframe Interactive Micro 

East Bank 
Printing 

ApH 204 Closed for remodeling 
Arch 148 X 
CenH X 
ComH X 
DiehiH 207, 270 2 X X 
EddyH Annex 54 X 
EltH 121,124 1 X 
FoiH 14, 14a 1,2 X X 
FronH X 
LindH 26 X 
LindH 128B 2 X 
LindH 306B X 
MasCanCtr M39 X 
MechE 308 X 
MoosT 8-425 X 
Nich 109 X 
Phys 130 2 X X 
PioH X 
SanH X 
TerrH X 
VinH 4 X 
VinH 203 X 
Walib 9 2 X X 

West Bank 
AndH 170 2 X 
BlegH 140 1 X 
MdbH X 
OMWL B2 X 

St. Paul 
BaH X 
Centlib B50 X 
ClaOff 125E X 
ClaOff B22 X 
McNH 69 2 X 
Vet43b X 

1 - Dot-matrix line printers allow printing from CYBER CA only. 
2- Laser printing available from CYBER CA, CYBER NV, 

ENCORE UX, and VAX VX. 

SYSTEM OPERATING HOURS 

CYBER (CA), VAX (VX) ENCORE ux CVBER NV Low Rate 

M-F 7am-6am 7am-6am 7am-6am 8 pm - 6 am, 7 am - 8 am 

Sat 4 am - 6 am Sunday 4 am- 6 am 7 am - 6 am Sunday all operating hours 

Sun 6 pm - 6 am Monday 6 pm - 6 am Monday 6 pm - 6 am Monday all operating hours 
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The ACSS Newsletter is published monthly by Academic Comput
ing Services and Systems of the University of Minnesota, Twin 
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For a free subscription call (612) 625-7397, or send your name and 
address to the Computing Information Center, 128A Lind Hall. 
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